Interesting!!

As you know, it is not what you said but what you failed to say that counts.

Hit delete.

Now scroll down and fill out the “sign in sheet” at your current psychologist’s office.

The fact that you ignore first, the brain numbing Israeli Military Intelligence report only available for public viewing at just3ants.com that you pray to G-d/God you won’t find in another of your nonsense newsletters that help you overcome your mindlessness; and second, your FOOLS NAME, FOOLS FACES IN PUBLIC PLACES name soon to be added to the “$ hit list” [sic], is the most interesting!!

Bear in mind, perhaps what I broadcasted to Paul Robinson [see below] before I got your “denial critique” which only a very small fraction of your once great mind tells you was more of an action email than it was directed at Paul, might change your mind!!!

Moreover, as difficult as it may be, try focusing on the USS Liberty news item of the past 41 years, 4 days from today, to be very precise, June 8th, 1967.

Not to mention, you would have no difficulty understanding why Boris Senior in his autobiography, NEW HEAVENS, subtitle, My Life as a Fighter Pilot, which only got published after he passed away in April 2004, some 6 months prior to my decision to break a 24-year “deafening silence” with De Beers who obviously “butter your bread”, made careful mention of non-Jewish Canadian fighter-bomber-pilots who risked not only life and limb breaching the outrageous American led Allied blockade of Israel that included imprisoning, if not shot dead, any man of military age entering Israel during Israel’s most brutal War of Independence, but risked again, life and limb when flying alongside their Jewish brother fighter-bomber-pilots, all the while taking direction from Jewish South African Commander Syd Cohen as Israel
Squadron 101 took on and beat the pants off the American-British financed and armed Arab armies, even when their fighters were escorted into battle by members of the Royal Air Force against the very small and only one Israeli squadron who gave the American-British a lesson in aerial warfare in the very early days of 1949 that you would agree American-British Commanding Officers should not forget, and why the De Beers American Government in particular should not wait for the Israel Defense Force to take action before withdrawing all US forces from bases in 130 countries.

To mention little again of these most awesome non-Jewish Canadian Fighter-Bomber-Pilots including one who was highly decorated during World Oil War II, finally deciding that at the end of their days to be buried alongside their Jewish brothers and sisters in Israel.

To mention in passing that Israel's first war of survival began within 3 years of the entire literate world finding out about the extermination of some 6 million Jewish people, made up of old men, women, children and not old men as well.

And course I will not only never let you forget that it was Hannah Senesh’s British-American-DeBeers made and financed transponder that gave her away before she was brutally tortured to death.

Not mention you might feel better knowing that the shame you carry is not quite as much as most Jewish people I know including all those I knew very well growing up in South Africa which was, as it remains today under the “command and control” of the most ruthless De Beers controlled US Government.

To mention little of my father-in-law, my French-Canadian wife’s father, Johnny Dion who was the sole survivor of a plane crash during World Oil War II.
Johnny Dion Survives Plane Crash
Expected Home Within A Few Weeks

According to word recently received by Mr. and Mrs. Rosaire Dion, Third Avenue, Val d'Or, their son, Johnny, will be home in the course of a few weeks. Johnny, who is 22 years of age, has been in the air force for about two years.

In a letter received from him he tells of the crash in which he was the sole survivor. According to his letter their bomber was returning from a night sortie and when over England and quite near their station one of the engines was discovered to be on fire. For some reason unexplained in the letter the boys were unable to land the plane, which crashed into a bush near the base killing the entire crew with the one exception, Johnny Dion.

There were two Val d'Or boys in the crew, the other one, Maurice Dauplais, former employee of the Bank of Commerce in Val d'Or, and actively interested in Boy Scout work was killed. Johnny Dion suffered a crushed arm in the crash and was taken to hospital.

In his letter to his parents he says that he expects to be arriving in Canada soon and will be home as soon as possible.

Before enlisting in the RCAP Johnny was employed at the Hillier Store. He was active in sports and a popular member of the Golden Valley Ski Club, being one of the original members, who helped to build the club house and organize the club. His many Val d'Or friends are pleased to hear that he suffered so lightly in the fatal crash and are looking forward to the day when he will be home.
To mention in passing, my English born, most shrewd, most brilliant, most secretive mother, Zena Rosland Badash-Ash Gevisser played a significant role in the raising of two Canadian children whose mother was a finalist in the Miss World 1958 competition when Zena’s one top model, Penny Coelen, was the winner.

Cutting and pasting from Zena’s memoirs entitled, “Life Story of Zena” again only available for public viewing on just3ants.com:

The war was over and her dreams of being a foreign correspondent and dropping behind enemy lines in Europe came to an abrupt end. Life was a ball. Dancing Partying – Summer days at the poolside – Attending live theatre at least once a week and much more. Suddenly in 1947 it came, abruptly, to an end. Her father had decided to emigrate to South Africa!!!
From: Gary S. Gevisser
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 2:32 PM PT
To: Paul Robinson
Cc: rest; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli Embassy Washington DC.; Professor Joe Grundfest - Stanford University - former member of the SEC; ‘Adams, J. Phillip’; Mossad; jmandjoe@ussliberty.com; Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; Fred Deluca - Founder-co-owner Subway; E. Trimble - President of KFMB TV; earlyshow@cbs.com; 60m@cbsnews.com; Mathew Margo Esq. - 60 Minutes Attorney - son of South African Judge Margo who in 1949 developed the "blueprint" for the Israeli Air Force; ‘pamela@sajac.com’; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes Scholar-Rich Clinton; Dr. Laura Family; Oprah; oreilly@foxnews.com; Rush Limbaugh; Augusto Benito Vargis; Tefo Mohapi; Shaun Tomson; Syd Cohen - Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; Ron Bellows - Senior Risk Management specialist - AIG; Dr. Rod Smith - Waterstrategist.com; Lars Trupe; Jeffrey R. Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; jelias@dereklam.com; Bob Kjar – US Air Force – Squash buddy of “Station Manager” Air America CIA - bob@kjar.org; Nicholas Oppenheimer - DeBeers-Anglo American Cartel [DAAC]; Roger W. Robinson - "Busom buddy" of King Golden Jr. Esq. - Former Chairman U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission-Protege of senior
Hey Paul,

Thank you again for now contributing some 42% of the total sponsorship at just3ants.com.

Can we pay you in gold bullion to figure out a way to broadcast my "daily diary" more efficiently; i.e. without clogging up my outbox in Microsoft outlook; at least until such time that every literate person in the world knows to wake up each morning and just go to just3ants.com?

I know you are not listening because your basic needs are all met on top of the fact that in being in such extraordinary denial you have inevitably lost not only all the “emotion” within the space between your ears but increasingly find yourself attracted to those at least equally “emotionless”, who make you feel better about yourself until such time as you are totally nauseated reading this paragraph repeatedly.

Can you imagine a perfect world following the State of Israel able very easily right this instant to execute my flawless military plan, all part and parcel of the ingenious Israeli Military report which explains in simple English that Al Quaida haven’t attacked a single oil field in Qatar, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia since the House of Saud knows better than to bite the hand that feeds it and in the next instant paralyze the US economy?

In the meantime as you also think more about my forthcoming Part XIII to President George W. Bush where I will begin covering the all important, “Who is going to be in charge of the ‘workout’ of the so bloated United States” not able to depend any longer on its military might and its next generation of workers even less skilled and competent than the previous generation, as hard as it is to imagine a generation less competent than The IT’s generation, consider the impact on each one of our local economies here in the United States
with most, if not all, psychologists immediately out of work, once the very first law passed throughout the world, following world peace, requires each psychologist to have their patients, each time when signing in, to fill out the section entitled,

**Who are you? Begin by spelling out clearly your “value system”. For example;**

I am honest; meaning, I don’t lie, steal or cheat.

I am an independent thinker.

I love what I do otherwise I wouldn’t do it; even willing to throw myself in front of a fast moving train if I can’t find something that has to contribute to Knowledge-Information-Light-rEVOLUTION.

Just go to just3ant.com.

I refuse to associate with anyone who does not share my value system.

I will not blast those simply pointing out very easy to understand truths such as the truth that those who don’t have a “value system” always “go for the money” until they think they have accumulated enough when they can become most charitable and thoughtful about all the other ills of the world beginning with the role they play in preventing each human being receiving clean drinking water, the most basic and precious human right.

I am not a self-righteous, selfish future shellfish, “superfishal” [sic].

I will feel most comfortable in wearing the just3ants.com, The Meek With TEETH Shall Inherit The Earth t-shirt with Marie Dion Gevisser’s “superfishal” [sic] design.

I support exposing all “THE Its” of the world by embracing wholeheartedly this new law that I will pull out all stops to extend in to each and every literate household on the planet.
I know deep down it will not only cause all the hypocrites of the world to show their “true colors” as they say, “Why should I write down who I am and contribute to exposing my own corruption” but such an ingenious suggestion even if it takes a while to become the law of the land all over the world will have the “monologues” of the world’s hypocrites now, in “real time” showing how so threatened they are with people like Gary S. Gevisser and his so very charming, so appropriate, so succinct, so very loved; i.e. trusted and respected by those seeking knowledge-information-light-truth French-Canadian wife
EXPOSING such good-for-nothings’ knowledge of the truths about who and why they chose the company of those dishing out the “easy money”.

I pride myself on amplifying the importance I attach to being an independent thinker who actually wakes up each and every morning with a smile on my face eager to search for the truth, and in the process gain enjoyment by then being able to figure out what if any purpose I have in being here.

And on those rare occasions when a mocking bird annoyingly wakes me up because I only made love to my South African lover for just one hour the night before, I will promptly, even before he makes me breakfast, even before I can think straight without first having my cappuccino, turn on the computer and listen to Zena Gevisser’s two sided 33 ½ RPM record, THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING A WOMAN!

You understand perfectly well that in addition to, “When the dialogue becomes two monologues it is the beginning of the end!” – MDG, it is not just each and every member of both Israeli Military Intelligence and the Mossad who have known since well prior to corrupt business people choosing Hitler from the “bottom of the barrel” that the United States of America is the capital of the world for money launderers, drug addicts, psychologists, medical doctors, lawyers, politicians and professors of economics, law etc, etc.

Ps – you may not be aware that Adam L. Tucker just yesterday loaded up 1700 email addresses belonging to economics professors and people that are associated with economics, beginning by asking each of them,
“What would happen if a monopoly were allowed to exist in an otherwise "free market" system? Regards, Adam”.

One very excited professor from a prestigious American university, after just a little “back and forth” responded:

Fortunately, I know a little about this, because one of my honors students wrote his thesis on this. (He is now getting a PhD in business at Chicago, so should be qualified to answer all your questions.)

For his honors theses, see

http://www-econXXXXX

His current web page is

http://home.uchicagoXXX

I saw him a couple of weeks ago. He would love to discuss this with you.

When reading below what led to this, “He would love to discuss this with you” remember that unlike me who is extraordinarily well, formerly as well as “home” schooled in economics, history, finance, politics and Israeli Special Forces strategies and tactics, including the highest levels of intelligence gathering, Adam L. Tucker only took a couple of courses in economics at a local community college in southern California where the world’s most “successful” flakes tend to concentrate, specializing in “small talk” when not doing both prescription and non-prescription drugs, but Adam’s current “knowledge base” is significantly superior to the sum total of all the Professors of Economics in the entire world who are NOT on my email list, which then has you immediately thinking, “What the fuck?”

XX,
Would you agree that the repercussions in other markets afford the monopolist the ability to use their market control to take over parallel markets?

My hypothetical question actually pertains to a known monopoly that has been allowed to exist in the US for just over the past century. Specifically the use of diamond currency to usurp natural market factors i.e. supply and demand affording De Beers Anglo-American to use their diamonds as an untraceable unregulated currency.

Were you aware the JP Morgan co-founded Anglo-American as well as our Federal Reserve System?
"Diamonds are Forever" and artificially priced above a barrel of oil.

Regards,
Adam

-----Original Message-----
From: XX
Sent: Monday, June 02, 2008 11:19 PM
To: adam@just3ants.com
Cc: XX
Subject: Re: Free Markets???

I'm only answering this because I can identify you on the Internet. Who are you?

You pose a self-contradictory question.

Are you assuming that there is a general equilibrium where there are no market imperfections (externalities, public goods, information asymmetries, or natural monopolies)? (Such a system can be assumed in theory, but it doesn't exist in reality.)

Then are you assuming a monopoly in a single market?

The monopoly in a single market distorts the price structure (i.e., in the theoretical general free market, one can show that price is equal to marginal cost in all markets). In the monopolized market price will not equal marginal cost if the monopoly charges a "monopoly" price, i.e., the monopolist restricts quantity such that it maximizes its profit.

This will have repercussions in the other markets.

For example, most networks have natural monopoly characteristics. Total costs are minimized when the network is integrated under a single owner. Some networks are regulated (e.g., water provision). Under regulation price is usually set to average cost, not marginal cost, leading to a second best solution, according to marginalist economics.

Before I go on, you need to get on to Wikipedia and read about market imperfections, and general and partial equilibrium.

Do you understand microeconomics?
Your next thought, “What the fuck are Professors of Law such as Professor Grundfest of Stanford Law School thinking at this time, apart from joining my eldest brother Neil in Wivesliscombe, Somerset, England and living the remainder of his life also incognito?”.

Forgive me as I now plant permanently in your subconscious which you are noticing is increasingly one and the same with your conscious conscienceless mind, that crooks like Professor Grundfest cannot get out of their heads, increasingly reflecting a perfect vacuum of space between their ears, the result of increasingly out-of-control short-circuits caused by too busy keeping track of their lies, that the Mossad not only hire those with 150 IQs such as Tzipi Livni which doesn’t prevent them from hiring even those more intelligent who know better than to be on any intelligence services payroll, and like Ms. Livni also know a little about how little the “law” enters into the thinking of the Mossad’s Kidon assassination unit, but much more so how to track and execute opponents of the State of Israel, regardless of race, color, ethnic background or religion, without leaving a trace, unless the Mossad deem it otherwise.

Without necessarily feeling that you are being as brainwashed by De Beers into believing, “A Diamond is Forever-A Girl’s Best Friend”, you now and forever have little difficulty in realizing that at least equal in importance, people such as myself, who have known now since at least going back to the early 1970s, March 2nd 1971 to be very precise, when my uncle David took over as the head of the De Beers-Anglo American Cartel, the most brutal mafia of mafia, following the burial of Mossad assassinated American Charles W. Engelhard Jr., the co-head of the DAAC, and an “open supporter” of the South African Apartheid Regime as well as close personal friend of the Kennedy and Johnson family, that there is not a single economic principal beginning with the laws of supply and demand that have any meaning whatsoever when you have a monopolist like De Beers, the special interest of special interest group, backed up by all the lawyers in the United States worth talking about including of course the US Justice Department who has the brute military might of the United States made up of increasingly totally worthless professors and professionals, all so very corrupt and inept to their core; and even more important, once Israel executes this flawless military plan that for all I know is already fully underway, such “big talkers”, now increasingly “deafeningly silent”, have no marketable skills in a peaceful world, and in all likelihood I wouldn’t even hire them to clean my toilets let alone be one of my many editors who do it all for free.

Of course you wouldn’t need much more now than a course in logical thought processing 101 which I am sharing with you for free, why it is the Mossad insisted that Senator Ted Kennedy, former President Lyndon Johnson and Vice President Humphrey attend Engelhard’s funeral held at St. Mary’s Abby Church, Morris Town, two words, New Jersey, some 22 days before my 14th birthday and some 61 odd days after I partied “the night away” with my mother, sister kathy and first cousin Karene Gevisser at the Arosa Hotel
in Arosa, Switzerland, very well known to secret member of the Irgun Jewish Underground movement, Boris Senior who on January 1st, 1971 was 46 years young and hadn’t forgotten a thing about not only the streets of Arosa when landing in this one of many “safe havens” when he was not only flying, prior to the establishment of the Jewish State Israel, assassins all over Europe, assassinating British and American military officers opposed to the State of Israel, but following Israel’s most brutal War of Independence, November 1947-Januray 1949, my highly secretive Royal Mater-Mother’s very close personal friend became Deputy Chief of Staff Israel Air Force and was “reactivated in to duty” prior to the commencement of the 6 day June 1967 Arab-Israel War when on the second day, June 8th, the brutal Israel Air Force in conjunction with the brutal Israel Navy’s Maritime Unit, Flotilla 13, attacked in clear daylight the totally defenseless US Liberty, the De Beers-
United States Government’s most advanced spy ship which not only should not have been placed in “harms way” after the United States Government assured Israel that no such vessel would be there, but in flying high a very big American flag, the brutal and most wired Israel Defense Force decided upon hearing the routed Arab armies breaking protocol and calling upon Big Daddy as in Uncle Sam, to have the “last word”.

Ps I: My so very sexy with the cutest of cute French accents French-Canadian wife, Marie Dion Gevisser, who has just returned on her so very cool red Piaggio-Vespa 250 CC scooter from her German hairdresser with a book on Germany to help us decide where else to go this coming November-December, all being well, on a 8 day cruise down the Danube, wanted to know right before leaving, “What do you do all day when I am not here?” as she got so sexily dressed, just to my right where I am still sitting, halfway lying down; haven’t moved much apart from stretching my calves.

Ps II - I would really like to find a solution to this broadcasting “problem” before I begin broadcasting Part XIII to President Bush that contains a good amount of my F-C wife’s insight and analysis that I made note of earlier when MDG “used me” to roll up into a round ball some linen thread to knit what will undoubtedly be one most beautiful, so very sexy Tank Top. Please email her at mdg0013@yahoo.com and encourage her to send you a photo of it when it is done.

BTW how many most private, so very beautiful, beyond belief most perfect shaped
bodied women do you know who are not only the most extraordinary lovers, but in addition - as if most heterosexual guys would think that would be more than they could hope for in their wildest dreams - are gourmet chefs who can pull together such mouthwatering vegetarian meals, so very quickly and those that take several hours to prepare, are produced without any fanfare, no noise, zero mess, all the while letting me know what is and what is not only important but appropriate to put out all over the internet; and then on top it during intercourse, no strike that, during intimate 5 course dinner conversations one witnesses the most extraordinary table etiquette, enough to distract from anyone else sitting at the table including a slob shoveling the food into to its mouth; and best of all one knows there will be inevitably very interesting and most precise language spoken with again the cutest and sexiest of French accents; moreover, before retiring to bed, not a chance in hell in feeling sleepy unless having spent a great deal of the prior
afternoon having wild sex, to witness such an ingenious “Act of God”
undressing before your very eyes; and then given her athleticism to be able
to jump several feet, and before landing perfectly on her knees right beside
you to have lifted the sheets to make certain you were as excited as her?

Ps III – can you tell the difference between Senator Barack Obama and
Nelson Mandela or can you not presently focus on both these “cheap sellouts”
given how you have yet to get your “arms around” how neither of these two
individuals along with the entire US Congress have called for open hearings
into the age old common accounting practice of “over and under invoicing” of
fabric purchases that De Beers count on to prevent a single elected and non-
elected government official anywhere in the world from daring to question
the “gun-money-power” of De Beers’ exclusive Diamond Currency that again
is unlimited in supply, untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried, blah
blah.

Yes, all the brainwashed heterosexual men can think and talk about when
not thinking about having sex with the hottest and coolest French-
Canadian in the world is stuff like, “pay your debts”, thinking that they can escape the
reality, that the problems of the United States have NOTHING whatsoever to
do with all the debt that keeps mounting exponentially, which of course is
nothing but one most extraordinary effective smokescreen-distraction for the
“idiot educated“ now more than ever suffering horribly from the so
nonsensical Bell Shaped curve educational system that breeds all the
mediocrity we see in the US with the most average such as Joe Grundfest
rising to the top, sitting on boards like Securities Exchange Commission, and
writing utterly nonsense but so very important distracting articles for the
increasingly discombobulated masses, fortunate though not to have got
much formal schooling that would have contributed greatly to their formal
education interfering with their learning; although all the masses get to hear
on TV and radio and read in newspaper print is “small talk” which fills up very
quickly the little remaining non-vacuum of space between their ears and
when those nincompoop thoughts get old and boring, these idiots quickly
resort to “back talk”.

Now, if homosexual, like some 40% if not more of the Gevisser men of my
generation, some 10 of us in total, then MDG’s younger brother Jean, quite
the stud
No, that was the wrong photo I “cut and pasted” from my one internet directory; sorry multi-Iron Man competitor Jean
and the rest of Jean Dion’s buddies not all in the Special Forces unit of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police [RCMP]
It is better to keep quiet and let people think you to be a fool than to speak out and remove all doubt. - Proverbs

**Side note to Adam L. Tucker**: Add Pamela Nathan as well as each member of SAJAC San Diego that we know of to the just3ants.com "$\text{hit list}"$ 


Nor are the problems of the United States that each successive generation in the past century has learned less and less skills to compete on a level playing field against the De Beers-United States of America’s slave wage earners in places like China, India, Peru, South Africa, Sierra Leone and so on and so forth; and of course such slave wage earners can be found in more than the 130 of the world’s 190 countries where the De Beers-US Government maintain military bases; not a single one, to the best of my knowledge, in Israel and if they do, they exist there only for Israeli Military Intelligence to corroborate the intelligence being shared with Israel’s neighbors who when receiving the same weapon systems that Israel gets from the out-of-control military-industrial-complex of the De Beers United States Government, also get told how best to defend/attack the weapons systems sent to Israel; not exactly lost for a moment on anyone with just the least amount of common sense.

Train heading north just blew by as MDG pointed out that the surf is getting very big.

**REVOLUTION**

The serfs up!

Neil G. Gevisser
Instead as you well know the fact that you can afford more than a pot to pee comes mostly from the inheritance you received from your grandmother and what you plan on getting from your cancer ridden father when he passes on, and both their wealth comes exclusively from the De Beers controlled 3 Branches of the United States Government having had now the biggest gun pointed at the heads of the United States Government’s tyrants throughout the world who to save their necks have enslaved their peoples.

Wake up America. You cannot rely indefinitely on the State of Israel to keep playing the game.

MDG just announcing, “We’re ready”, after having heated up the most delicious leftovers, “The wind changed completely, now coming from the south, wow! I am hungry” and you would know it mostly comes from the north west?

[Word count 3500]

From: David P Minks II [mailto:davidminks@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 3:04 PM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: RE: Part XII - High moral ground following the money trail

This is what I know….I’ve read your last several e-mails, and they’re all basically the same information. Please remove me from your list so I can make way for more up-to-date newsletters.

David Paul Minks II

From: gary@just3ants.com
To: davidminks@hotmail.com
Subject: RE: Part XII - High moral ground following the money trail
Date: Wed, 4 Jun 2008 14:33:11 -0700

Would you know if you are on the “$ hit list” [sic]?

From: David P Minks II [mailto:davidminks@hotmail.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2008 10:54 AM
To: Gary S Gevisser
Subject: RE: Part XII - High moral ground following the money trail

Please remove me from your list. Thanks.

David Paul Minks II
From: gary@just3ants.com
To: president@whitehouse.gov
Subject: Part XII - High moral ground following the money trail